
More HTML

Lecture 27

“Mr. Blue Sky”

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• Quiz 4 regrade requests close tonight at midnight

• PS07 is out!
• Make a better Connect Carolina

• 3 parts, all due 4/10

• Tutoring tonight from 6-8 in SN014



class Dog {
name: string;
hasShots: boolean = true;

}

export let main = async () => {
let y = factory();
let x = new Dog();

x.name = "mint";
x.hasShots = false;
let r = x.hasShots;

print(y.name);
print(y.hasShots);
print(r);

};

let factory = (): Dog => {
print("dog!");
return new Dog();

};

Warmup: 
pollev.com/comp101unc



What is printed?

pollev.com/comp101unc

export let main = async () => {
print(loopy([-2, 1, 2, 4]));

};

let loopy = (a: number[]): number => {
let num = 0;
for (let i = a.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {

if (i === a[i]) {
num += i;
return i;

}
}
return num;

};

main();



Document Object Model (DOM)

• Web pages are, similarly, made up of objects 
called the Document Object Model or DOM

• Single objects, like a label object or a text 
input field object, are added to container 
objects like a form or a division ("section") of 
a web page.

• Just like shapes, each object in the DOM has 
properties that our code can manipulate:
• background color
• font-size
• borders
• positioning
• and many, many more!



How do all the objects of a web page get initialized?

• Setting up all of a web pages' 
document objects (called 
elements) would be tedious to do 
via TypeScript (or JavaScript)

• Enter: Hypertext Markup 
Language or HTML

• HTML files describe the initial 
state of a web page's Document 
Object Model

<li>
<a href="/game?gameId=400986059">

<div class="logo">
<img src="http://a.espncdn.com/.../elided.jpg">

</div>
<div class="game-info">vs BUCK</div>
<div class="game-meta">

<div class="game-result win">W</div>
<div class="score">93-81</div>

</div>
</a>

</li>



HTML Element Syntax

• HTML is made up of nested elements
• The syntax for an element is often called a "tag"

• For example, the body or "visible area" of a web 
page 
• Begins with the opening tag: <body>
• Ends with the closing tag: </body>

• Inside of this web page's body is a 
1st level heading that says "Hello, world!"
• Begins with the opening tag: <h1>
• Ends with the closing tag: </h1>

• Learn more about HTML elements using MDN's great 
documentation: 
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element

<body>
<h1>Hello, world!</h1>

</body>

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element


Each HTML Element initializes a DOM Object

• When the web browser loads a web 
page, it initializes each HTML element 
into an object added to the DOM

• How? An algorithm!

1. Each time it sees an opening tag, it 
constructs an object for that tag. 

2. If the tag has nested tags, it repeats 
step 1 and then adds the returned 
tags to its own children.

<body>
<h1>Hello, world!</h1>

</body>



An Element's Attributes initialize its Object's Properties

• All DOM Objects have properties

• A DOM object's properties are initialized in HTML using "attributes" in 
the opening tag of an HTML Element as shown below

<body style="background: yellow">
<h1>Guess a number </h1>
<input id="input" type="text"></input>

</body>

• The body and input elements have attributes defined
• body has a style attribute
• input has an id and type attribute

• Each attribute's value will be assigned to the property of its DOM object.



Accessing the DOM from TypeScript

• A global document variable gives us access to the HTML's objects

• document is an object of type HTMLDocument

• It has useful "methods", which are just special functions, we will see today:

• document.getElementById(id: string)
• finds and returns an element by its id attribute



Global Scope

• Variables not declared inside of any block are global

• These can be accessed from anywhere inside your program

• Typically considered bad practice, especially as you write larger 
programs
• Does not allow for reuse of common variable names (i, count, sum, etc..)

• Useful when we have a variable we want to use in many different 
places in our code



How does the browser process and begin executing your code?

1. If present, any HTML files are processed and the DOM is initialized
• The browser then renders the webpage for the user

2. Any built in global variables such as document and window are 
initialized

3. Any imports inside your .ts file are searched for and loaded

4. Code in the global scope is executed

• Let’s look at a few sample files to see how this works



How can our TypeScript code interact with a 
specific element in the DOM?

• Any HTML element can 
be given an "ID 
attribute" that will serve 
as its "identifier"

• By assigning an id 
attribute to an element, 
we can "get" that 
element from the DOM 
via a method call.

<p id="response">Press the 
button</p>

document.getElementById("response")

HTML

TypeScript



Hands-on: Connect the button with a function

• Let's define a function that we will want to be called each time the submit 
button is clicked. Below TODO #2, define the following function:

• Then, back in main, add the following beneath TODO #3. Each HTML 
element has an onclick property. By assigning it a function we're telling 
the browser "when this element is clicked, call this function!"

• Save and refresh your browser. Try clicking on the submit button.

let checkGuess = () => {
alert("The answer is " + answer);

};

// TODO #3: Assign submit's onclick property to checkGuess
submit.onclick = checkGuess;



Converting a string "number" to a number

• Suppose you have the string "97" but want to convert it to a number.

• Our language has a built-in function to handle this:

Number.parseInt(s: string, base: number): number

• Examples:
• Base 10 (Decimal System): Number.parseInt("97", 10) returns the number 97

• Base 2 (Binary): Number.parseInt("0101", 2) returns 5



Hands-on: Reading Input and Changing Output

• Replace the call to alert in the checkGuess function with the 
following:

• Notice what happens when you assign to the innerText property of 
response!

• Check-in once you've entered a guess that is "off by 0"

let guess = Number.parseInt(input.value, 10);
response.innerText = "You are off by " + (answer - guess);



Hands-on: Implement the Game Logic

• Now that you know how to change the response tag's text and change the 
background color of the page…

• Add the correct logic to checkGuess:

1. If the user's guess is correct, then update the response text to say 
"Correct!" and set the page's background to "green"

2. Otherwise, if the user's guess is too large, then update the response text 
to say "Too high!" and set the page's background to "yellow".

3. Otherwise, update the response text to say "Too low!" and set the page's 
background to "orange"



let checkGuess = () => {
let guess: number = Number.parseInt(input.value, 10);
if (guess === answer) {

response.innerText = "Correct!";
document.body.style.backgroundColor = "green";

} else if (guess > answer) {
response.innerText = "Too high!";
document.body.style.backgroundColor = "yellow";

} else {
response.innerText = "Too low!";
document.body.style.backgroundColor = "orange";

}
};



Cooldown: Given an array of Book objects, 
return all books with more than 150 pages?
class Book {

title: string = "";

author: string = "";

pages: number = 0;

released: number = 1900;

}

let longBooks = (books: Book[]): Book[] => {

// TODO

}
pollev.com/comp101unc



let longBooks = (books: Book[]): Book[] => {

}



Creating Interactive Web Pages

• There are a lot of little details to sort through when you transition to 
writing interactive web pages. It will feel overwhelming.
• HTML Elements (and there are so many of them!)
• Attributes
• Event Handlers
• Styling

• The good news is the web has tons of tutorials and reference material

• Best way forward is to first imagine what you want the web page to have 
on it, then how you want it to be able to respond to user input, and start 
breaking the problem down into smaller components. Pick one component 
to begin with and start tinkering, searching, and iterating to bring to life.


